
Expect that the 
brightest, or the most 
massive, objects at 
any cosmic epoch 
represent an 
“amplified” version of 
the dark matter 
distribution  
(e.g., galaxy clusters clump with 
one another more strongly than 
typical galaxies do)



GALAXY FORMATION:  High Peaks in the Matter Distribution

Galaxies here are color-
coded according to the 
cosmic epoch of their 
original collapse-- red 
galaxies are the oldest, 
blue the youngest.  

Galaxies in the most 
strongly clustered 
regions formed first. 

Decent qualitative match 
to the observed 
universe.

Virgo consortium, 1999
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SFR	density	vs.	Redshift sSFR	=	(SFR/M*)	vs	Redshift

1
M*

dM*
dt

= sSFR ≈ 4 − 5 Gyr−1 ∼
1
τ

; τ ∼ 200 Myr
e-folding	time	for	increase		
in	SFR	for	individual	galaxies



Star Formation/Black Hole Accretion History of the 
Universe

Galaxies Bright Quasars

Reddy et al 2007 Schmidt et al 1995
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Tracing the “Cosmic Web” with Diffuse Gas



Quasar Absorption Lines

•use quasars as bright “beacons” for probing 
intervening gaseous material 

•can study both galaxies and diffuse gas that 
produces no luminosity at any wavelength



zquasar=0.27

λobs(Lya)=(1+zcloud)x1216 Angstroms

zquasar=3.60



zquasar=3.60

λobs=(1+zcloud)x1216 Angstroms

The “Lyman Alpha Forest” of Neutral Hydrogen



λobs=	λrest(1+z)

λobs=	1215.7(1+zabs)

λ=1215.7(1+zQ)

“Lyman	α	forest”

Metal	lines

High-resolution	Quasar	Spectrum,	
zQ=2.720



Why	z=2-3	is	Optimal	for	Establishing	Statistical	Baselines	
for	High	Redshift	Galaxies

• At	z~2-3,	IGM	remains	“porous”	
enough	to	study	baryons	outside	of	
galaxies	

• à CGM,	IGM	

• Value	added	by	having	access	to	
diffuse	gas	in	absorption	is	HUGE
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Near	Solar	Metallicity	at	
Δv~+200	km/s

Rudie	+	in	prep
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astronomer

v

Resonance	Lyman	α	photons	
scattered	from	“back”	side	of	flow-	
acquire	redshift	with	respect	to	
stars

Photons	absorbed	by	
gas	moving	toward	
observer,	acquire	
blueshift		

Nebular	emission	lines	
from	gas	around	forming	
stars-	at	rest	with	respect	
to	galaxy	redshift



Down the Barrel (Slit Spectrum) 
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Cameron	Hummels+FIRE	teamC.	Hummels+FIRE	team,	zoom-in	of	MW-progenitor	 Mh ≃ 1012M⊙ at z = 0

gas	temperatureprojected	mass	density

projected	N(HI)	 projected	HI	velocity	



z	

QSO

Background

Foreground

Densely	Sampling	the	Universe	@z~1.8-3.5: 

“Hi-Fi”	Version



z	

QSO

Densely	Sampling	the	Universe	@z~1.8-3.2

Learning	to	love	the	“Lo-fi	grid”



Typical	Field,	5.5’	x	7’,	184	spectroscopic	redshifts	,	z~1.5-3.5	

KBSS	0100+13	zQ=2.721
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>100,000	foreground/background	galaxy	pairs	<z>=2.2	from	KBSS
Lyα absorption halos around z~2 star-forming galaxies  

Yuguang	Chen,	CS,	Hummels,	Rudie+2019	
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Galaxy	Pair	Composite	Spectra •	50	pairs		1-5”						(<d>=30	kpc)	

•	190	pairs	5-10”				(<d>=70	kpc)	

•	305	pairs	10-15”			(<d>=100	kpc)

zfg

zbg

CS+2010



W0	vs.	Galaxy	Impact	Parameter,	z~2-3	LBGs

Models:	

CS	+2010

fc(r)	~	r	–γ

rvir



GOAL: the primordial dark matter power spectrum 

      

Tegmark & Zaldarriaga 2002

CMB physics 
   z = 1100 
  dynamics

   Lya physics 
       z < 6 
    dynamics 
           + 
 thermodynamics

Continuum fitting

Temperature, metals, noise

Why the Lyman alpha forest? Very small matter over-
densities and absence of complicated baryon physics...



Three stages

Pre-overlap 

Overlap 

Post-overlap

From Haiman & Loeb



zquasar=0.27

λobs(Lya)=(1+zcloud)x1216 Angstroms

zquasar=3.60



In the very highest 
redshift quasars, the 
“forest” is so thick that 
it begins to look like a 
completely absorbed 
medium. 
 
Some evidence that at 
z~6, the intergalactic 
medium is rapidly 
becoming entirely 
neutral.



IGM Lyman alpha “Troughs” in the 
Highest-redshift Quasars

• only ~20 such QSOs in the 
entire sky! (these are from the 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey) 

• on-set of complete absorption 
by the IGM at z>5.8? 

• is the the “end of the re-
ionization era”?



Star Formation/Black Hole Accretion History of the 
Universe

Galaxies Bright Quasars

Reddy et al 2007 Schmidt et al 1995
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All <z>=3 LBGs 
f900/f1500= 0.057±0.006 

fesc,abs=0.09±0.01 

W(Lyα) > 20 Å  (LAEs) 
f900/f1500= 0.175±0.026 

fesc,abs=0.29±0.03 

L>1.5 L*
UV LBGs 

f900/f1500= 0.000±0.008 
fesc,abs<0.03 (3sig) 

CS+2018


